Be mindful

LR state of mind
We care
1 Contributing to Zero Harm

The Behavioural Framework is aligned to LR’s values:
• We care
• We share our expertise
• We do the right thing

I WILL NOT:
• Expect someone else to think
through the job.
• Casually dismiss warning signs.
• Assume everything is safe with
no risk to the environment.

Our Zero Harm vision is founded on the
following principles:

We share our expertise

I WILL:
• Report incidents, near misses and
safety concerns immediately.
• Intervene if I see an unsafe act or
condition and help address root
causes.
• Ask questions and listen to others.
• Be inquisitive about the safety of
myself, clients and the public.
• Use LR’s experience to constructively
challenge risk.

I WILL NOT:
• Turn a blind eye to safety or the
environment.
• Fail to challenge unsafe behaviour
or speak up about safety concerns.
• Undertake tasks in which I am not
trained, competent or authorised.

We do the right thing

I WILL:
• Ensure my team identifies hazards, assesses
risks and implements controls for each task.
• Regularly review local HSES risks, controls
and Corrective Action challenging 		
assumptions or complacency.
• Promote health and wellbeing,
encouraging work life balance.
• Stress the importance of stopping work
if there are safety concerns.
• Consider safety when appointing, promoting
or reviewing individual performance.
• Engage with clients, emphasising our
‘Working for a Safer World’ vision.

For managers
I WILL NOT:
• Rush into an activity or project
without identifying hazards and
implementing controls.
• Fail to reassess risks when change
occurs.
• Assume someone else will manage
my team’s safety.
• Overlook safety when making key
HR decisions.

I WILL:
• Ask for my team’s views and ideas
when reviewing HSES performance.
• Encourage sharing of ideas and
learnings – looking outside of LR
for lessons and best practice.
• Be approachable and listen to concerns.
• Praise successes and encourage
contributions to Near Miss and Safety
Observations.
• Review incident reports to
understand causes and prevent
recurrence.

I WILL NOT:
• Ignore or violate HSES rules,
procedures or good practice.
• Compromise safety to get the
job done.
• Start a task without first assessing
the risks.

I WILL:
• Visibly demonstrate a personal
commitment to safety.
• Verify my team upholds LR’s HSES
requirements.
• Address HSES reports, incidents and
concerns fairly and without delay.
• Emphasise that schedule or commercial
pressures must never compromise safety.
• Recognise, reinforce and reward good
safety performance and behaviour.
• Hold individuals accountable for
unsafe behaviour and rule breaking.
• Learn from HSES audits.

Confront risk
I WILL:
• Maintain a clear picture of key risks
and critical controls.
• Regularly review controls and
processes and ensure clear
accountability for risks.
• Actively seek out and act on warning
signals.
• Consider HSES issues fully within any
organisational and technical changes.
• Ensure incidents are thoroughly
investigated, lessons communicated
and actions completed.

For leaders
I WILL NOT:
• Allow decisions to be made without
considering HSES.
• Downplay or deny weak signals.
• Imply that schedule or profit is more
important than HSES.
• Walk by an unsafe situation.
• Set a bad example by violating
a HSES standard or good practice.

Promote and share
I WILL NOT:
• Dismiss an individual’s HSES
concerns.
• Over-dominate HSES discussions.
• Focus on fault and blame when
things go wrong, ignoring
underlying factors.

Ensure compliance

Follow rules
I WILL:
• Know and comply with the HSES
standards, rules and procedures
relevant to my job.
• Suggest improvements to rules
and procedures if necessary.
• Stop work, reassess the risk and
warn others if hazards change.

Promote risk awareness

Encourage engagement

Speak up

The framework helps us apply these values
to our everyday tasks, so that we can work
towards eliminating accidents and incidents
and drive our vision of Zero Harm.

• Nothing we do is worth getting hurt
• Safety can and must be managed
• Working safely is a condition of employment
• Every injury could and should have been prevented
• Safety is everyone’s responsibility

I WILL:
• Be aware of hazards around me.
• Avoid complacency - always ask
‘what could go wrong?’.
• Take time to plan every task.
• Ensure I understand what is being
asked of me.
• Look out for my own safety and the
safety of others.

For everyone

I WILL:
• Ensure LR places the upmost
importance on organisational learning.
• Be transparent about our safety
goals and performance, within LR
and externally.
• Actively engage the workforce in
HSES decisions, promoting trust and
empowerment.
• Relentlessly strive to find new ways to
keep my colleagues and the public safe.
• Celebrate, share and promote HSES
success within LR and to clients.

I WILL NOT:
• Focus on profit above risk.
• Allow commercial matters to get
in the way of a significant safety
concern.
• Suppress or fail to share the lessons
of an incident.

Set high standards
I WILL NOT:
• React only to incidents and poor
statistics.
• Put cost, schedule or production
above safety.
• Violate HSES standards or instruct
others to do so.
• Fail to challenge unsafe behaviour
or be open to being challenged.
• Fail to act on employees’ safety
concerns.

I WILL:
• Communicate an engaging and inspiring
vision for safety with measurable goals.
• Be visible, demonstrating commitment
through safety tours and inspections.
• Set challenging and sustainable goals
for HSES that focus on changing
behaviours and reducing key risks.
• Recognise and praise the success and
safe behaviours.
• Ensure effective training and competency.
programmes are in place and adequate
HSES resources are provided.

I WILL NOT:
• Devolve my personal accountability
for achieving LR’s safety vision to
others.
• Only act when things go wrong.
• Put short term commercial pressure
before safety standards.
• Allow any change without first
considering safety and environmental
aspects.
• Praise or reward performance if a
commitment to our safety vision has
not been shown.

How do we use the framework?

The Behavioural Safety Framework

We use the framework in a range of ways to help us assess and develop our
safety culture. Some of the measurable behaviours will also be incorporated
into training and within your individual PPP, so it is an important part of
everyone’s learning and development.

Whatever your role in LR, how you think and act contributes, in some way,
to forming our safety culture. Safety culture is how we, as an organisation,
approach safety issues in the workplace; or ‘the way we do safety around
here’. It is the attitudes, beliefs and values we share which will dictate
whether we have a strong, positive safety culture or a negative, weak one.
Everyone’s behaviour has an influence.

The framework gives you a clear and measurable way of identifying where
you are doing well and where you can make changes. Use the framework
to ask yourself:

That’s why we have developed this Behavioural Safety Framework – a simple
set of behaviours that if we all understand and follow, will support a strong
safety culture.

• How do I approach and manage risk?
• Why do I behave as I do?
• How do I interact with others?
• How could I work safer?

The framework outlines the key safe behaviours that you should be
demonstrating, as well as the behaviours you should expect from others in
the organisation. It also gives examples of negative or ineffective behaviours
we should all avoid, to ensure everyone goes home safely at the end of the
working day.

What does it mean for me?
It’s perhaps easy to become complacent about the safety of tasks that we
undertake every day but hazards change and just because something has
always been done one way, doesn’t mean it is necessarily the safest way.
It’s important to take a step back and reflect upon our own behaviours,
so we continue to approach each task with a fresh pair of eyes.

Why must we define behaviours – isn’t it obvious?

Behavioural Safety Framework

Promoting a safe culture

LR state of mind

Behaviours will only change when:
1. People know what’s expected of them and understand why
2. The systems and processes in place support the expected behaviours
3. People have the skills and competencies to perform the task ahead of them
4. Everyone behaves in a similar way – including leaders and managers!
Clearly, technical skills and processes are vitally important but what ultimately
drives change is people and the way they behave. The behavioural framework
helps us achieve this by providing a picture of the behaviours we expect and
why. This underpins safety success and helps us all work towards a stronger
safety culture.

